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The problem Main Perspectives Connecting Perspectives 
Future Roadmap 
•  Functional 
•  linguistic AND paralinguistic 
functions 
•  categorical vs. metrical vs. 
continuous models 
•  complex, nonlinear form-
function mappings 
•  danger: simplistic form-function 
mapping 
•  Physical 
•  continuous rather than 
categorical representations  
•  difficult operationalisation of 
prominence (functional?, 
psychoacoustic?)  
•  danger: missing validity, e.g. 
due to psychoacoustic rather 
than communicative 
operationalization 
•  Cognitive 
•  low-level neural pathways and 
psychoacoustic processing 
mechanisms  
•  high-level linguistic processing 
•  danger: failure to disentangle 
signal and function level, high- 
and low-level processing 
•  Less generic definitions 
.  
•  Cross-linguistic studies 
•  language-universality and 
language-specificity of signal 
correlates 
•  L2 perception as a diagnostics for 
expectation-based factors 
•  Annotations 
•  Do continuous and categorical 
prominence annotations measure 
the same? 
•  What do annotations actually 
measure? 
•  Technical models 
•  Fully explicit 
•  Agreement of human and machine 
annotations as diagnostic of 
physical and functional aspects 
•  Modeling of complex function-
signal interactions 
•  Model evaluation by integration 
into technical systems, e.g. TTS 
1.  Establish your perspective. 
2.  Distinguish bottom-up and top-
down correlates. 
3.  Define your usage. 
4.  Clarify, if you follow a language-
specific or universal approach. 
5.  Say how do your findings relate to 
other perspectives, based on 
annotations and examined domain 
of expression. 
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<We> say that a <linguistic entity> is prosodically prominent when it <stands out> from 
<its environment> (by virtue of <its prosodic characteristics>). 
(based on Terken (1991) 
Example: In this study, we say that a word is prosodically prominent when it is per- 
ceived as the focus exponent within a sen-tence by virtue of a pitch accent.  
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